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A great deal has happened in 
the last few years… 



Now constant press releases… 



Energy efficiency in practice? 
•  Kühnbaum (2014): survey study, 20% 

response rate (85 companies) 
•  Many companies have started energy 

management activities, but only few 
have realized above 10% 
–  Most only 1-3% 

•  Slow steaming, weather routing common 
•  More “challenging” measures not 

implemented 
–  Especially not those requiring many 

stakeholders 
•  “Change management”, training, 

awareness etc. not prioritised.  
•  Poor performance data collection and 

management 



Challenges? 



What kind of education?  
What expertise is lacking? 

•  Request by Department management: create 7.5 credit course 
for M.Sc. students in Maritime Management 
– Backgrounds: nautical, engineering, logistics (B.Sc. level) 
– Program purpose: provide continued education for our 

students, prepare for management positions, provide basis 
for PhD students 

•  “Maritime Energy Management” defined: 
– How to manage energy efficiency in a shipping 

organization? 
– Technical and organizing aspects 
– And organizing is a challenge: prioritizing, implementing, 

motivating, educating, measuring, analysising, following up, 
giving feedback etc. 

  



Reasoning behind the course 
•  Last course in two-year M.Sc. programme.  

– Students have plenty of experience and knowledge from 
previous courses and also some have been working already 

•  Make it an advanced and experimental course 
– Broad skill range  
– Trust students to take active part in their learning process 
– Not about learning exactly how to do things (“I thought we 

would learn how to implement a SEEMP!”) – learn which 
questions to ask; learn to problematize, understand why 

•  Difficult to examine skills in an ordinary exam? 
•  Give ideas for M.Sc. Theses 
•  Utilize own research, exisiting collaboration with DNV-GL – 

produce course literature!, inhouse competence 



Course in two parts 
•  Shipping and climate change – why does society want 

increased energy efficiency? 
– Equal skills/prerequisites, but no natural science 
– Examined through individual home exam 

•  Energy efficiency in shipping companies – how do shipping 
companies work with energy efficiency? 
– Different skills 
– Examined through a group project 
– Groups mixed by me… 



Learning outcomes 
•  After completion of this course, the students should be able to: 
•  (Knowledge and comprehension) 

–  explain need for climate change policy intervention in the shipping 
sector 

–  describe climate change policies related to the shipping sector 
–  describe different standards related to energy efficiency in the 

shipping sector 
•  (Application) 

–  plan and organize a complex project together with team-members 
of different backgrounds  

–  read scientific literature and apply it in analysising empirical data 
– write and present a report  



Part 1: Climate change 
•  Students need to be aware of on-going policy debate, as this will affect 

them throughout their career 
•  Challenge: how to teach climate change science to those who are 

neither natural scientists nor engineers? 
•  Three lectures:  

– History of climate change science 
–  Energy efficiency as a climate change abatement measure 
–  Energy/climate policy in shipping 
– Guest lecture from Dr. Charlotte Billgren, Swe Transport Agency 

•  Home exam, three questions 
–  E.g. Write a debate article arguing for stronger climate regulations 

for shipping – starting with analysing arguments in an ICS 
brochure… 



Part 2: Energy efficiency in 
shipping companies 

•  What is the business case? 
– 2 hrs 

•  Logistical/voyage performance 
– 2 hrs lecture 

•  Ship performance (“hydrodynamics for dummies”, ship design, 
measuring energy efficiency) 
– 6 hrs, Roger Karlsson, SSPA (w operational experience) 

•  Engine performance (measuring, following-up) 
– 2 hrs, Henrik Palm, Chalmers (c.e.) 

•  (Other onboard consumers, bunkering left out) 
•  Major challenge – how to teach non-technical students? 

– Next time more hands-on? Own calculations, labs, engine/
bridge simulators, study visits? 



Projects 
•  Use network amongst Swedish shipping companies to gather 

ideas for short projects with mutual interest (students-company) 
•  Many shipping companies have now implemented decision-

support systems onboard 
– Continuous monitoring of performance 
– Direct feedback to crew 
– Opportunity for analysis ashore – more feedback 

•  Some crew are using these, some aren’t – why? How can the 
office tell? 

•  4 projects: Stena Line (interviews onshore and on a ship), 
Laurin Maritime (interviews onshore and with crew), Wallenius 
(2 different surveys) 



Project challenges 
•  Grading – what is a good report? What should they learn? 
•  Scope/boundaries – difficult to pre-plan all projects 
•  Solutions: have students formulate a project plan, based on a 

short case description  
– Problem formulation, method, literature review 
– “You own the project! Too big? – make it smaller. Bad 

question? – improve it. Etc.” 
– Discuss plan at pre-scheduled meeting 

•  Further meetings on the request of the students 
•  Grading based on 4 categories, requirement to hand in draft 

where grades would be discussed. 



Summary 
•  From practice, to research, to education, and then back to practice… 
•  How to prepare students for work with energy management in shipping 

companies?  
–  Industry mostly needs general awareness, not that many experts… 

•  How to make maritime energy management interesting as a research 
field? 

•  Work from climate change – present and future policy needs – shipping 
companies work today 

•  Challenges remaining in being pedagogical on technical matters  
–  But also balancing content  

•  Home exam and projects worked beyond expectations 
•  Missing from the course – future-present “conflict” only implicit. 

–  This will be a major challenge (not 200% increase, up to 90% 
decrease…) 


